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Habituals, Evidentials, and Passives in Kalmyk1 

Lynnsey Molloy 

1. Introduction 

In this report I probed how Habituals, Evidentials, and Passives worked in Kalmyk. In 
section 2 will discuss my findings about Habituals in Kalmyk and how they compare to that 
of AAE. Section 3 will discuss my findings of Evidentials in Kalmyk and section 4 will talk 
about Kalmyk passives.  
 

2. Habituals & Generics 

Habitual aspect happens in some languages. One language in particular that has this is 

African American English (AAE). In AAE there is this aspectual /be/. There is a generic form 

or way of expression and then there is a habitual form.  A famous example of this is one that 

Lisa Green came up with. The example is as follows; 

You have this printer that prints 300 pages a minute. The Generic meaning of this 

would be that you just got this brand new printer and you haven’t used it yet. This printer is 

designed to print 300 pages a minute. The habitual meaning of this would be and you have this 

old printer that is supposed to print 500 pages a minute but you clocked it printing at 300 pages 

a minute. We can get both of the following sentences below, but they each have a different 

meaning. 

1.) This printer print 300 pages a minute 

2.) This printer be printing 300 pages a minute 

Sentence 1 gives us the meaning that this printer is supposed to and does indeed print 300 

pages. Sentence 2 gives us the interpretation that this printer didn’t normally print 300 pages 

per minute but it now has a habit of doing that. 

                                                
1 I would like to thank Andrey Boskhomdzhiev, the Kalmyk language consultant for this project, for his 
unending generosity and patience in teaching our class about his language and culture. 
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I wanted to see if Kalmyk does this too. What I discovered was that Kalmyk does not 

do what AAE does with the habitual /be/ but that it does however make a distinction between 

general and habitual. What I did to discover this was adapt Green’s printer example to work 

with Kalmyk culture. The test sentence that I used was “this cart carries animals”.  

I gave our consultant two scenarios. The first scenario was; that there was new cart and 

it hasn’t been used yet. This cart was also designed to carry animals. The second scenario was 

where the cart was old average cart but it is always used to carry animals. Then in each 

scenario I asked our consultant to translate the test sentence, “this cart carries animals”. 

 1. ɛn   tɛrɡɑr   mɑl   zødʒə   boldʒɑnɑ  

  This   cart by  animals carries   itˈs ok/ could 

 2. ɛn   tɛrɡin   mɑl   zønɑ  

  This   cart  animals carries (present) 

3. ɛn   tɛrɡin   mɑl   zød ɪk   jostɑ 

 This   cart  animals carry (hab)  usually/ by rule 

Sentence one works well with scenario 1 but not with scenario 2. Sentences 2 and 3 work well 

with either scenario but sentence 3 works extremely well with scenario 2. Sentence 3 can also 

still be said even if that cart is broken which if this was similar to AAE would not be allowed. 

In sentence 3 we also see the suffix /-dɪk/ teamed with jostɑ. The suffix /-dɪk/ is a habitual 

marker. 
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3. Evidentials & Past 

Many languages encode how information is obtained. They encode it by marking if the 

information was obtained directly, by hearsay or by inferring. I decided to probe if evidentials 

existed in Kalmyk and if so, just how structured are they. I discovered that Kalmyk does indeed 

encode these different ways of gathering knowledge but that there is no specific past tense that 

is governed by evidentiality. The Kalmyk language uses 3 past perfectives; /-dʒɛ/, /-lɑ2/, & /-sin 

bilɑ/, to indicate if the knowledge gathered was obtained directly, by hearsay or by inference.  

3.1 Data 

To discover how each of the suffixes work; I created a sentence in English that would 

be tested in indifferent scenarios and would then compare how the translations of the sentence 

differed in each scenario. The English test sentence was, “Dorja made the bortsuk” which I 

would then ask our consultant to translate. My first scenario looked at the information being 

obtained directly. The context or scenario I used to get this meaning across was; 

 You are in the room with Dorja and you are watching him make the bortsuk. Dorja 

then puts the bortsuk on a plate and leaves the room. Sometime later people come in 

and asked who made the bortsuk? You respond with, “Dorja made the bortsuk.”  . 

There were 2 translations given. One contained /-dʒɛ/ suffix and the other contained /–sin/ 

suffix (shown below). 

“Dorja made this bortsuk” 

1. dordʒɛ  ɛn  bortsyk  bolɣədʒɛ 

   Dorja  this bortsuk prepared 

2. ɛn  bortsyk  dordʒɛ   kɛsin 

        this  bortsuk   Dorja   made 

                                                
2 There appears to be two /-lɑ/ suffixes and I don’t have enough data to accurately see which /-lɑ/ is 
being used. Also there were not many translations given with /-lɑ/ in them. 
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In my second scenario, I looked at the information being obtained by hearsay. The 

context formatting was the same as the first but just altered to get the hearsay meaning across 

was; 

You were not in the room with Dorja when he made the bortsuk, but Saglur was. 

Saglur came in with a plate of bortsuk and told you that Dorja made it. Sometime later 

people come in and asked who made the bortsuk? You respond with, “Dorja made the 

bortsuk.”   

In this context there were two ways to translate the sentence. One way was saying that Saglur 

said that Dorja made the bortsuk. In this sentence we still see the suffix /– sin bila/.  

1. sɑɡlurin  kelsɑr  dordʒə  ɛn  bortsyk  kɛsin (bilɑ) 

Saglur  said    Dorja   this  bortsuk made past 

The second translation is shown below; 

2. mini  soŋsɑr  dordʒə  ɛn  bortsyk  kɛsin  (bila) 

my  hear by Dorja  this  bortsuk made  past 

In the second sentence we also still see the suffix /– sin bila/. This suffix showing up in 

this context gives the impression that past marking does not depend on evidentiality. But the 

Kalmyk grammar does require you to state how you know you got the information. When 

asked if the translation from scenario 1 would be applicable in in scenario 2, my consultant said 

no. You have to say by my hear or state who told you. Our consultant also said that with 

sentence to you can also have / dordʒɛ ɛn bortsyk bolɣədʒɛ / or / ɛn bortksyk dordʒɛ kɛsin/ 

appear after /mini soŋsɑr/. It is also evident to note but these sentence from scenario 2 also are 

not acceptable in scenario 1. 

In my third scenario which was also formatted as the other two but just modified extract 

the inference meaning. The context I used to get this meaning across was; 

You were not in the room with Dorja when he made the bortsuk, but you know that 

Dorja always burns his bortsuk. It is almost like his trade mark. You enter the room 
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with some people and see a plate of burnt bortsuk. Someone asked who made the 

bortsuk? You respond with, “Dorja made the bortsuk”. 

The translation given was as follows; 

ɛn  bortsyk  dordʒə  kɛsin   bolxɑ 

This  Bortsuk  Dorja  made (by)  must be  

In this sentence we also still see the suffix /– sin/. This suffix showing up in this context adds 

to the impression that past marking does not depend on evidentiality. We also see the word 

/bolxɑ/ appear. This word can be used when you are making an educated guess that you feel 

strongly about. In addition, when asked if the translations from scenario 3 would work in 

scenario 1, our consultant said only if you were in the room when Dorja made it, then in that 

case you could drop /bolxɑ/. It is also evident to note but these sentences from scenario 3 are 

not acceptable in scenario 2. 

4. Passive Voice 

In Kalmyk there seems to be a passive voice marker, /-əkt/. This maker appears to only ever 

reveals it’s self when a sentence is in passive voice. In other words the direct object must have 

the suffix /-əkt/ attached to it in order to be subject. Likewise if /-əkt/ is present then the direct 

object must be the subject. We can see this with the following examples (below) with 

“jɑsxə”/“jɑsəktxə” (to repair/ to be repaired).  

1. my car will be fixed by that shop 

mini  mɑʃɪɡə  tɛr  ɡɑrɑʒdə  jɑsəktχə 

my car ACC that shop/garage fixed PASS FUT 

 

2. my car will be repaired by this garage 

mini  mɑʃɪn   ɛn  ɡɑrɑʒdə  jɑsəktʃɑnɑ 

my car ACC this garage  fix PASS Prog 
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3. my car was repaired by this garage 

mini  mɑʃɪn   ɛn  ɡɑrɑʒdə  jɑsəktlɑ 

my car ACC this garage  fix PASS PAST 

There is also a change that happens if you switch the agent and the patient which we can see in 

the examples below with /ɑlxɑ/ (to kill). AS you can see /ɑləɡdlɑ/ can only be used when calf 

is the subject and /ɑllɑ/ can only be used when wolves is the subject.  

“Wolves killed the calf.” 

a. tʃønmut  toɣliɡə  ɑllɑ/*ɑləɡdlɑ 

    wolves calf ACC.  Kill PASS PAST 

b. toɣəl  tʃønmudɑr   ɑləɡdlɑ/*ɑllɑ 

   Calf   Wloves.by INST kill PASS PAST 

Additionally, an indirect object cannot be made the subject by use of /-əkt/ suffix. Another 

interesting note is that passives of clausitives semantically works with /- ul/ but it is just not said. 
With more time I could look deeper into all the sections that I looked at. 


